Parador de Alarcon

The Parador:
th
Situated on the boundary between La Mancha and Levante, some 80 kilometres from Cuenca, this wonderfully preserved 8
century Moorish fortress, with its impressive castellated keep, stands high on a promontory above the River Jucar.
The village of Alarcon itself has been declared a Historic-Artistic Site due to its superb monuments and natural surroundings that
have been well preserved over the years. Alarcon and its Parador, therefore, offer their visitors an exceptional trip, steeped in
culture and history.

Primary Facilities:
Lift
Parking (chargeable)
Wi-Fi
Gardens
Key Activities:
Santa Maria Church
The Alarcon Mural Painting Centre for Contemporary Art
Keytel Tips:
The Alarcon Gorge is said to be a wonderful place to go on
a hiking trip; it offers several routes suited to any level of
fitness.

Directions
Arriving by car:
Located at the entrance of the same town, the
Parador of Alarcón is 3 km from the N-III
Madrid-Valencia (exit at km marker 187). To
reach the N-III from Madrid, take the A-3 and
exit at Honrubia (km marker 166). From
Valencia, take the A-3 as well and exit at Motilla
del Palancar (km marker 212).
Arriving by train:
The nearest train station to the Parador de
Alarcon is Cuenca Fernando Zobel. From there,
you can either rent a car or order a taxi which
will take you to the Parador – journey time:
approximately one hour’s drive.

Check in: after 2.00pm
Check out: before 12.00pm
Restaurant’s opening hours: 08:00 - 11:00
13:30 - 16:00
20:30 - 23:00
Address
Avda. Amigos de los Castillos, 3
16214 Alarcón
Cuenca
GPS Coordinates
Latitude: 39.5465497
Longitude: -2.0836095
Telephone number:
(0034) 969 330 315

Nearest airport: Valencia Airport (180 km)
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